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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following the 2010 Census, states redrew Congressional districts across the country. In America’s deeply divided
political climate, even small changes to district boundaries can determine which party controls Congress. The
outcome of redistricting can make the difference between which policies are adopted and which ones are ignored
— not just in 2013, but for the next decade. But redistricting is not just consequential for partisan control. It also
affects how communities are represented and determines whether legislators are responsive to the citizens they
represent.
What has happened in this redistricting cycle? What will be the likely consequences? Of course, it is too early to
say for sure — the votes have not been counted. But it is not too early to make some preliminary assessments.
This study — a prologue to a more extensive analysis forthcoming in the spring — features our initial analysis of
the 2010 congressional redistricting cycle. It focuses on the likely impact of redistricting on the partisan balance
of power in Congress.
Based on our preliminary analysis, it is clear that:
•

Republicans were the clear winners of the 2010 redistricting cycle. Compared to the current partisan
makeup of Congress, the net effect of redistricting was roughly a “wash.” However, before redistricting,
Republicans were not in position to maintain long-term control of several seats they won in the 2010
election. During redistricting, Republican-controlled legislatures shored up many of their recent gains:
The GOP may now be in position to maintain long-term control of about 11 more seats than they
would have under the pre-redistricting district lines. As a result, Democrats will find it harder to
gain the 25 seats needed to take control of the House in 2012.

•

Democrats and Republicans used redistricting to their political advantage. Where Republicans
controlled redistricting, they may now be in position to win nine Congressional seats currently
represented by Democrats. Democrats countered some of these gains where they controlled the process,
but Republicans redrew the lines for four times as many Congressional seats as Democrats.

Many election contests are decided not on Election Day, but months and years before, when states redraw their
districts. Both parties use redistricting to tilt the electoral terrain to achieve specific political objectives. This
political gamesmanship brings with it important long-term electoral and policy consequences for voters.
Nonetheless, recent reforms in some states have taken redistricting out of partisan hands — or, at the very least,
may have reduced the ability of partisans to manipulate the process to their advantage. For example, California’s
new redistricting commission dismantled several incumbent-protecting gerrymanders, reducing the number
of safe seats in the state by nine. Meanwhile, Florida, where Republican line-drawers were required to comply
with the state’s new “Fair Redistricting” criteria, is the only state where Republican state legislators drew new
Congressional districts that may have actually increased the opposing party’s political power.
Of course, it is far too early to draw conclusions about what effects these reforms and others have had. This
report is the starting point for the Brennan Center’s ongoing assessment of redistricting and its effects on citizen
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representation. The analysis in this report is limited to the findings from the most recent redistricting cycle based
on available data on partisan voting patterns. This report does not address the fairness of district boundaries, nor
does it explore whether communities of interest are effectively represented in the new districts. The analysis also
does not draw any causal links between who controlled redistricting and the eventual outcomes of the election.
Following the 2012 election, the Brennan Center will examine other aspects of redistricting, including its effect
on minority representation and the fairness of the process, among others. That broader assessment will describe
in greater detail the lessons learned from the 2010 redistricting cycle.
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INTRODUCTION
Every decade, after the national Census is completed, the Census Bureau
determines the number of Congressional representatives from each state based
upon the overall population count. Using Census population data, each state
draws new boundaries for Congressional, state legislative, and local political
districts.

Redistricting is the process of
redrawing legislative district lines.

Redistricting is the process of creating district boundaries to determine which
constituents each legislator represents. Most often, elected officials in state
legislatures draw the district lines. In some states, independent or politician
commissions control redistricting. If commissions or legislatures are unable to
complete the task because of gridlock, excessive delays, or a finding of illegality,
courts take control of the redistricting process and determine what district lines
will be used.

Gerrymandering is a practice
whereby line-drawers manipulate
district lines to establish a political
advantage for a particular party or
group. A gerrymandered district is
best identified by understanding
the intent of the line-drawers rather
than simply by looking at its shape.

Reapportionment is the process of
using a state’s population to decide
how many representatives it gets.

This report features the Brennan Center’s preliminary analysis of the 2010
Congressional redistricting cycle, focusing on who drew the lines — legislatures,
commissions, or courts — and how that shaped the outcomes of the process.
Specifically, the study reviews the new Congressional districts and presents data on
how the new lines could affect electoral competitiveness and the partisan balance
of power in Congress. When assessing whether redistricting furthers the public
interest, electoral competitiveness only tells part of the story. Prior to an election,
however, it provides a clear lens for preliminarily understanding the potential
implications of redistricting for Congressional representation.
This report does not comprehensively analyze whether redistricting met the goal
of enhancing effective representation. It does not examine Congressional districts
for compliance with principles of compactness and contiguity, for consistency with
political boundaries, nor for whether the districts adequately protect communities
of interest. It also does not consider whether line-drawers incorporated citizen input
or made the process sufficiently transparent to constituents. And the report does
not study minority representation or how the Voting Rights Act of 1965, hallmark
legislation that protects minorities against electoral discrimination, shaped the end
results of redistricting. After the 2012 election, the Brennan Center will undertake
a broader assessment of the 2010 redistricting cycle, examining the lessons learned,
and evaluating how the process can be improved, in 2020 and beyond.
Before the 2010 redistricting cycle began, several important developments set the
stage for the process. First, in the 2010 election, Republicans won six governorships
and about 675 state legislative seats previously held by Democrats.1 As a result,
Republicans began the redistricting cycle controlling redistricting for 213 of the
435 seats in Congress.2 By contrast, Democrats drew the lines for just 44 seats.
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Because of population shifts,
eight states gained Congressional
representatives, and 10 states lost
representatives.
States Gaining Representatives
Texas
Florida
Arizona
Georgia
Nevada
South Carolina
Utah
Washington

+4
+2
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1

Total

12

States Losing Representatives
New York
Ohio
Illinois
Iowa
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

-2
-2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

Total

12

Second, although partisans controlled redistricting for more than half of all
Congressional districts, independent redistricting commissions became much
more prominent, and courts continued to play an important role in the process.
Independent commissions controlled redistricting for 78 seats, while courts ended
up controlling 62 seats.3
Third, America experienced significant demographic shifts during the past decade.
In particular, the nation’s Hispanic, Asian, and African-American populations
experienced dramatic growth since 2000. While the white population grew by
just 5 percent, the Hispanic and Asian populations increased by 43 percent, and
the African-American population increased by 12 percent.4
Finally, trends in population growth and migration patterns shifted political power
from the Northeast and Midwest to the Southeast and West.
Based on the Brennan Center’s preliminary analysis of the 2010 redistricting
cycle, it is clear that:
•
•

Republicans benefited more from redistricting, primarily because they
controlled redistricting for nearly four times as many seats as Democrats.
Where they controlled the process, partisan actors — both Democrat
and Republican — used redistricting to increase their political advantage.

The preliminary findings of our analysis suggest that the type of authority that
controlled redistricting — whether legislature, commission, or court — may have
mattered immensely for the results of the process. As the study shows, redistricting
by partisans has altered the political playing field for the upcoming decade.
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REDISTRICTING AND PARTISAN CONTROL OF CONGRESS
As noted earlier, there are many ways to measure the outcomes of redistricting. This section focuses on electoral
competitiveness and the partisan balance of power in Congress. To assess how redistricting affects the partisan
makeup of Congress, this report assigns each Congressional district, before and after redistricting, one of three
competitiveness ratings:5
•

•

•

Safe seats: Districts where one party regularly receives 60 percent or more of the two-party vote in recent
Congressional, Presidential, and state-level elections. Safe seats are not competitive. The incumbent
party rarely, if ever, loses.
Likely seats: Districts where one party regularly receives between 55 and 59.9 percent of the two-party
vote in recent Congressional, Presidential, and state-level elections. The incumbent party usually wins
an election in a likely seat, but the opposing party still occasionally has an opportunity to wrest control.
Likely seats are sometimes competitive.
Marginal seats: Districts where one party regularly receives between 50 and 54.9 percent of the twoparty vote in recent Congressional, Presidential, and state-level elections. Marginal seats are often highly
competitive. Victory is not certain for either party.

These three categories — safe, likely, and marginal — are derived from the political science literature examining the
competitiveness of Congressional elections. There is not universal agreement regarding the appropriate vote share
thresholds for safe, likely, and marginal seats, as some scholars consider 55 percent as the threshold for safe seats.6
But there is little dispute in the literature that districts where the winning candidate ordinarily receives between
50 and 54.9 percent of the two-party vote are generally competitive districts. Previous research also suggests that
Congressional challengers have greater probabilities of victory in districts within the 50 to 54.9 percent range than
in districts within the 55 to 59.9 percent range.7 Meanwhile, several of the most important studies in the field have
used 60 percent of the two-party vote as the threshold for safe seats.8 This study does not resolve the debate over the
thresholds for safe, likely, and marginal seats. However, the thresholds used in this report are supported by many
of the seminal studies on Congressional electoral competitiveness.9 The core conclusions of this report also would
not be altered even if 55 percent were used as the threshold for safe seats.
For each of the three competitiveness ratings, we attach a party label indicating whether the partisan voting
history in the district from 2006 onward favors Republican or Democratic candidates.10 Importantly, the
competitiveness labels are not tied to the party of the current incumbent. For example, if the voting history in a
marginal district tends to favor Democrats, the report classifies the district as a marginal Democratic seat, even
if the seat is currently represented by a Republican.
The classifications in this report are not projections of 2012 election outcomes; they only consider the partisan
leanings of voters in each district. The classifications do not account for election-specific factors such as
incumbency or campaign spending that can affect a particular election result.
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Republican Freshmen
and Incumbent Protection
The 2010 redistricting cycle actually decreased the number of
safe seats in Congress — regardless of political party — by 11,
from 207 to 196 (see Table A1 in
Appendix A). But line-drawers do
not always need to put incumbents in safe seats to improve
their re-election prospects.
In fact, Congressional redistricting protected many of the
most vulnerable incumbents
without giving them safe seats.
Of the 87 Republican freshmen
elected to Congress in 2010,
59 represented seats where
the winning candidate ordinarily received between 50 and
54.9 percent of the two-party
vote before redistricting: 14
were in districts that tended to
elect Democrats, and 45 were
in districts that tended to elect
Republicans. After redistricting,
nearly half of the most vulnerable GOP freshmen — 24 of
59 — received districts with a
more favorable competitiveness rating.16 Moreover, redistricting reduced the number of
GOP freshmen in districts that
ordinarily elect Democrats from
14 to just 6. Notably, even as
many of the most vulnerable 59
Republican freshmen received
more favorable districts, not a
single one received a safe seat
as part of redistricting.

A.

Republicans Won the 2010 Redistricting Cycle

Following the most recent election, Republicans held 242 seats in the House, and
Democrats held 193. (Currently, there are five vacant seats in the House, leaving
240 sitting Republicans and 190 sitting Democrats.11) But according to this report’s
competitiveness ratings analysis, there were only 230 seats categorized as Republican
(safe, likely, or marginal) before redistricting.
Republican success in the 2010 elections explains the discrepancy between the
competitiveness ratings and the current partisan makeup of Congress. Sixteen
percent of the freshman Republicans in Congress won elections in marginal
Democratic districts, where Democrats have historically won elections with between
50 and 54.9 percent of the vote.12 But for redistricting, Republicans may have had
trouble holding onto these seats, and Democrats might have had an opportunity to
roll back some of the Republican gains from 2010.
Republican

Democrat

218 seats for majority

Current Partisan
Makeup of Congress

242

193

Partisan Voting History Based
on Competitiveness Ratings,
Before Redistricting

230

205

Partisan Voting History Based
on Competitiveness Ratings,
After Redistricting

241

194

Table 1: Republican and Democratic Seats in Congress, before and after redistricting.
The table shows the number of Republican and Democratic seats in Congress based on the
current partisan makeup of Congress and based on competitiveness ratings.

As Table 1 shows, redistricting increased the number of seats categorized as
Republican (safe, likely, or marginal) from 230 to 241. Republicans achieved these
gains by shoring up many of the most vulnerable GOP incumbents, moving them
from districts that historically favored Democrats into districts that, following
redistricting, now favor Republicans. Consequently, Republicans were the clear
beneficiaries of the 2010 redistricting cycle. The GOP is now in position to maintain
long-term control of about 11 more seats than they would have under the old district
lines. To put this in perspective, Democrats must win 25 seats to retake the majority
in the House.13
Alternately, it is possible to assess the net results of redistricting by examining whether
the process will change the current partisan makeup of the House.14 As indicated
in Table 1, following redistricting, Republicans are expected to hold 241 seats,
and Democrats are expected to hold 194 seats. Compared to the current partisan
makeup of Congress, then, Democrats gained one seat during redistricting.15 This
suggests that the net result of redistricting was roughly a “wash.”
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However, this report takes a different approach to assessing the partisan outcomes
of redistricting. In concluding that Republicans benefitted from Congressional
redistricting, the report’s methodology acknowledges that before redistricting,
Republicans were not in position to maintain long-term control over several seats
they won in the 2010 election. As David Wasserman of The Cook Political Report
notes, Republicans “saved about a dozen seats that they would have otherwise
lost in 2012 if they hadn’t undergone the remap.”17 In fact, it is primarily because
of Republican success in shoring up recent electoral gains that redistricting is
unlikely to substantially change the current partisan makeup of Congress.

Who Drew the Lines?
There are six types of redistricting
authorities: Republican state legislature and governor; Democratic
state legislature and governor; state
legislature and governor with split
control between Republicans and
Democrats; an independent commission; a politician commission;
and a state or federal court. Because of unique circumstances in
Texas, documented in Appendix B,
we do not include Texas among any
of the six categories.18 For a list of
states in each category of redistricting authorities, consult Appendix B.

Number
of States

Number of
Districts

Percent of All
Congressional Districts

Republican- Controlled Legislature

17

173

39.8%

Independent Commission

5

78

17.9%

State or Federal Court

8

62

14.3%

Democratic- Controlled Legislature

6

44

10.1%

Split Control

4

21

4.8%

Politician Commission

2

14

3.2%

No Congressional Redistricting (One District)

7

7

1.6%

Texas (Not Included in Other Categories)

1

36

8.3%
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B.

The Outcomes of Partisan and Nonpartisan Redistricting

Republican success during the most recent round of redistricting was partly the
result of GOP control of state legislatures, which drew the lines in many states.
During the 2010 election, Republicans gained control of 12 more state legislatures,
increasing the total number of state legislatures they commanded to 26. This was
more than any time since 1952.19 As a result, Republican state legislatures and
governors controlled redistricting for about two-fifths of all Congressional districts
— 173 out of 435.20 By contrast, Democratic state legislatures and governors
controlled redistricting for 44 districts. In other states, legislative control was split
or the governor was from the opposite political party, so the parties needed to
compromise to adopt new districts.
What’s the difference between
independent and politician
commissions?
A Politician Commission is a
redistricting body that can be made
up of elected officials and their
appointees; however, the legislature
as a whole is not involved in the
line-drawing process.
Independent Commissions
entirely preclude the participation
of elected and party officials in
drawing district lines. Partisan
officials may have a role in selecting
the commissioners, but they do
not serve on the commission or
formally take part in creating new
district boundaries.  

However, state legislatures did not draw the lines for every district. In some states,
independent or politician commissions drew the lines. Where state legislative
plans failed to conform to state or federal law or were not completed in a timely
fashion, courts took over the redistricting process.21 Because of the unique
situation surrounding redistricting in Texas, we exclude the state from all of these
categories.22
For each category of redistricting authorities, Table 2 assesses the net partisan
result of redistricting in two ways. Columns three and four examine how
redistricting could change the current partisan makeup of the House. As described
in the previous section, this methodology concludes that the overall net effect of
redistricting was roughly a “wash.”23 By contrast, columns five and six rely on this
report’s competitiveness ratings analysis, assessing whether redistricting changed
which party would ordinarily be expected to win in each district. As noted in
the previous section, the Brennan Center’s methodology (displayed in columns
five and six) indicates that Republicans were the overall winners of the 2010
redistricting cycle. Unlike columns three and four, columns five and six reflect
GOP success in shoring up some of their gains from the most recent election.
The net change in each category in Table 2 does not always sum to zero, as some
states gained or lost seats during reapportionment. Moreover, Table 2 is not a
measure of partisan “fairness.” Because this report does not assess the fairness of
the previous district lines, the potential Democratic or Republican gains identified
in Table 2 are not by themselves an indication of whether the new lines enhance
representation or improve the fairness of district boundaries.24 Rather, Table 2 is
only an assessment of the net partisan outcomes of 2010 redistricting.
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Total
Congressional
Districts
Controlled During
Redistricting

Predicted
Change to
Current Partisan
Makeup of
Congress

Projected Change in
Electoral Success,
Based on Partisan
Voting History
(Competitiveness
Ratings)

R

D

R

D

Republican-Controlled Legislature

173

+9

-9

+16

-16

Independent Commission

78

-4

+5

-4

+5

State or Federal Court

62

-2

+1

+1

-2

Democratic-Controlled Legislature

44

-6

+4

-5

+3

Split Control

21

0

-1

0

-1

Politician Commission

14

0

-1

0

-1

Texas (not included in other categories)

36

+2

+2

+3

+1

TOTAL

428

-1

+1

+11

-11

Table 2: Predicted Net Partisan Result of Redistricting, by Actor Controlling Redistricting. Columns
three and four represent the analysis which concludes that the net overall effect of redistricting was
roughly a “wash.” Columns five and six represent the Brennan Center’s analysis, which accounts for
vulnerable incumbents who were shored up during redistricting. The table excludes the seven states
that did not redistrict Congressional seats because they have only one district. It includes Texas in a
separate category because of the unique circumstances surrounding redistricting in the state.

The sections below examine four of the categories listed in Table 2: Republican
legislatures, Democratic legislatures, independent commissions, and courts. As
split control states redistricted just 4.8 percent, and politician commission states
only 3.2 percent, of all seats in Congress, these two categories are not included in
the analysis below.
1. Republican Control: Maximizing GOP Opportunities

Republicans controlled redistricting in 17 states, redrawing the lines for 173
of the 435 seats in Congress. Based on this report’s competitiveness ratings,
redistricting in these states increased the number of expected Republican seats by
16. Three-quarters of the Congressional seats in states where the GOP controlled
redistricting — 130 of 173 — are now categorized as Republican (safe, likely, or
marginal).
Table 3 shows the number of marginal districts, where the winning candidate
tends to receive between 50 and 54.9 percent of the two-party vote, in states
where Republicans controlled redistricting, both before and after redistricting. As
Table 3 demonstrates, Republican-controlled redistricting dramatically reduced the
total number of such seats from 48 to 36. The decline resulted from the way that
Republican line-drawers redrew the 19 districts where Democrats tended to receive
between 50 and 54.9 percent of the two-party vote. Following redistricting, only one
such marginal Democratic district remains: Florida’s 18th district, held by AfricanAmerican freshman Republican Rep. Allen West. West is the only one of the 45

Incumbent Threats:
Redistricting and Primary
Challenges
Making a district less competitive in two-party terms often increases competition in primary
elections. For example, Pennsylvania’s 17th district, held by
Rep. Tim Holden,25 a 10-term
conservative Democrat, became
significantly more Democratic
during redistricting.26 This made
Holden, dean of Pennsylvania’s
congressional delegation, vulnerable to a primary challenge from
the left. As a result, in the 2012
primary, Holden was defeated by
a more liberal challenger, lawyer
Matt Cartwright.27 Cartwright
slammed Holden for voting
against the Affordable Care Act,
a position that favored Holden in
his old district.28 David Wasserman of The Cook Political Report
noted that Holden was vulnerable in the primary “because of
redistricting — Holden began the
campaign pretty much unknown
in...80 percent of the seat.”29
Redistricting also affects intraparty competition when two incumbents are paired against one
another. In 2012, 10 incumbents
will lose their seats because of
an election battle with another
incumbent from their own party.30

The 17 States Where Republicans
Controlled Redistricting: Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana,
Michigan, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia,
and Wisconsin
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Changing the Rules of the Game
Historically, Wisconsin handled redistricting from the ground up. Wisconsin law requires that each legislative district must be designed
as a contiguous territory bounded
by county, precinct, town, or ward
lines.33 Accordingly, cities and towns
drew municipal ward lines first. Only
then would the legislature draw new
boundaries for Congressional and
legislative districts.
But this redistricting cycle was different. In 2011, after a highly contentious legislative session, the Wisconsin state legislature recessed in
May as it has every year, planning to
reconvene in September. Because
of major partisan battles over public employee pay, benefits, and collective bargaining guarantees, recall
elections for eight Democratic legislators and eight Republican legislators were scheduled for July and August 2011.34 Depending on the outcome, the recall elections threatened
GOP control of the state legislature.35
Suddenly, on July 19, 2011, while
counties and municipalities were
still working to redistrict their political boundaries, Republican leaders
convened a special session of the
legislature.36 They passed a final
Congressional map on July 20.37
The legislature also approved a surprising new law requiring municipalities to draw — or in some cases,
redraw — ward lines after the legislature drew new Congressional and
legislative districts.38
The legislature took these extraordinary steps in order to ensure that redistricting would occur before the legislature could change political hands.
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Republican freshmen members in Republican-controlled states who will run
for re-election in a district that tilts Democratic; the other seven Republican
freshmen who were in seats that tend to elect Democrats before are now protected
in seats that tilt Republican.
Table 3: Number of Marginal (50 to 54.9 Percent) Seats in Republican-Controlled States

Before Redistricting
Marginal Republican Seats

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 29

Marginal Democratic Seats

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

19

Total Number of Marginal Seats Before Redistricting: 48

After Redistricting
Marginal Republican Seats

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 35

Marginal Democratic Seats

O 1

Total Number of Marginal Seats After Redistricting: 36
Table 3: Number of Marginal (50 to 54.9 Percent) Seats in Republican-Controlled States,
based on the competitiveness ratings used in this report.

Even assessing the net results of redistricting by reference to the current partisan
makeup of the House — a methodology which concludes that the net national
effect of redistricting was a “wash” — demonstrates that where Republicans
drew the lines, the GOP may now be in position to pick up nine seats held
by Democratic incumbents. Before redistricting, many experts, such as David
Wasserman of The Cook Political Report, predicted that “Republicans made so
many gains in 2010 that they don’t have a lot left to gain...they simply have a
lot left to shore up.”31 The result of redistricting in Republican-controlled states
suggests that the GOP found a way not only to reinforce their gains from 2010,
but also to make inroads in several traditionally Democratic districts.
In North Carolina, for example, Republican line-drawers carved Democratic
voters out of the districts of several vulnerable incumbent Democrats and placed
them in safe Republican districts. This strategy weakened the state’s Democratic
incumbents. Republicans now have an inside track to winning 10 of the state’s
13 Congressional districts, even though they hold just 6 of the 13 seats now.
Redistricting Spotlight: Florida Fair Redistricting Amendments
In November 2010, Florida voters approved a ballot measure amending the
state constitution to include new criteria for Congressional and legislative
districts. The amendments required that districts “not be drawn to favor
or disfavor an incumbent or political party” or “to deny racial or language
minorities the equal opportunity to participate in the political process and
elect representatives of their choice.”32

Protecting Freshman Incumbents in Highly Competitive Democratic Seats
To protect GOP freshmen who won in seats where Democrats tend to receive between 50 and 54.9 percent of
the two-party vote, Republican line-drawers produced some of the country’s most visually striking districts.
One of them was the new district drawn for Rep. Pat Meehan in Pennsylvania, shown in Figure 1. Meehan’s
new 7th district snakes through the western suburbs of Philadelphia, tiptoeing around Democratic urban
and suburban enclaves. Republican line-drawers made Meehan’s district significantly more Republican,
turning it from a district that tended to elect Democrats into one that tilts Republicans.39
Pennsylvania Election Data
Percent Voting for Obama in 2008
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60.1% - 100%

Figure 1: Rep. Pat Meehan’s 7th district after redistricting. The figure shows
the percentage of the two-party vote that Barack Obama won in the 2008
Presidential election, by Vote Tabulation District (VTD). Meehan’s 7th district
turns from a marginal Democratic seat to a marginal Republican one.

Democrats compared the district to an “oil spill” and to “roadkill.” One said he was still “trying to
think of the appropriate animal name, or monster name, for it.”40 Even State Sen. Chuck McIlhinney, a
Republican member of the state senate committee responsible for redistricting, acknowledged that the
district “looks crazy” and defended the district by noting that “there are 18 districts [in Pennsylvania] and
the 17 other ones look pretty good.”41
To be sure, there may be many explanations — not all of them suspect — for an unusually-shaped
district. But in this case, protecting a vulnerable incumbent was at least part of the reason the 7th district
now looks as it does.
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Control of redistricting remained with Florida’s Republican-controlled
legislature, but the amendments curtailed their ability to gerrymander the
state’s Congressional districts. As Rep. Steve Israel, chairman of the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee, noted before the state drew its new
lines, “The only way that they could conceivably add more Republicans to
Florida without violating Florida’s own fair redistricting standards would be
to redistrict into Bermuda and the Cayman Islands.”42
Israel’s prediction proved correct. The state gained two Congressional
seats thanks to population growth, but the legislature could not create any
additional Republican-leaning districts, so the two districts lean Democratic
and one of the two is majority non-white.43 In part because of the Fair
Redistricting amendments, Florida is the only GOP-controlled state where
Democrats are likely to pick up seats.
2. Democratic Control: Few Chances to Counter Republican Gains

The Six States Where Democrats
Controlled Redistricting: Arkansas,
Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and West Virginia

Democrats controlled the redistricting process for only 44 seats in 6 states.
Redistricting in these six states increased by three the number of seats
categorized as Democratic and reduced by five the number of seats categorized
as Republican.44 As Table 2 shows, after accounting for the party affiliation of
the current incumbent in each district, Democratic-controlled redistricting
resulted in a potential four seat gain for Democrats and a potential six seat
loss for Republicans.
Like Republicans, Democrats increased their political advantage where they
controlled redistricting. But because they redistricted about one-quarter the
number of seats as Republicans, they could counteract only a fraction of the
GOP gains this redistricting cycle.
Redistricting Spotlight: Illinois
After redistricting, Illinois has two more marginal Democratic seats and four
fewer marginal Republican ones. To achieve these gains, the legislature moved
Republican voters from some vulnerable GOP districts into other vulnerable
Republican districts, making some GOP incumbents safer while weakening
others. For instance, the legislature took Republican voters out of the 8th
district, held by freshman Republican Rep. Joe Walsh, and the 10th district,
held by freshman GOP Rep. Robert Dold. Those Republican voters were then
added to the marginal 6th district held by Republican Rep. Peter Roskam. As a
result, Roskam is now in a safer seat, but Walsh and Dold are now in competitive
Democratic-leaning seats and face an uphill battle in their re-election bids.
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This strategy explains why all six marginal districts in Illinois, where the winning
candidate tends to receive between 50 and 54.9 percent of the two-party vote,
received a different competitiveness rating after redistricting.45
3. Independent Redistricting Commissions

In five states, independent commissions controlled redistricting. They set the
boundaries for 78 Congressional districts, though a single state — California —
was responsible for 53 of these districts. Overall, commission-driven redistricting
increased the total number of seats categorized as Democratic (marginal, likely,
and safe) by five and reduced the total number of seats categorized as Republican
by four.46 Columns three and four in Table 2 indicate that the result is not different
even after accounting for the partisan affiliation of the incumbent in each seat.
Again, because this report does not evaluate the fairness of the previous district
lines, these results do not, by themselves, permit the conclusion that commissions
generally benefit one party over another.47

The Five States Where Independent
Commissions Controlled
Redistricting: Arizona, California,
Idaho, Iowa, and Washington

In the five states with independent commissions, there are now five fewer safe
seats. However, electoral competition did not uniformly increase in states where
commissions controlled redistricting. Though competition increased in Iowa
and California, it decreased in Arizona and Washington. Arizona’s commission
actually doubled the total number of safe seats, from three to six.
Redistricting Spotlight: California Citizens Redistricting Commission
In November 2008, a successful ballot initiative in California created a 14-member
independent commission to draw the state’s Congressional and legislative district
lines.48 This redistricting cycle, the California Citizens Redistricting Commission
reduced the number of safe seats by nine, more than any other state. They achieved
this result partly by undoing incumbent-protecting Democratic gerrymanders
from the 2000 redistricting cycle.
Take, for instance, the old 23rd district, held by Rep. Lois Capps, a Democrat.
The safe Democratic district snaked along the California coast north of Los
Angeles for nearly 200 miles, avoiding GOP enclaves further inland. Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger called the district a “ribbon of shame,” and locals have dubbed
it “the district that disappears at high tide.”49 Figure 2 shows Capps’ old 23rd
district; Figure 3 shows her new 24th district. The figures also show the likely
Republican old 24th district (held by longtime Republican Rep. Elton Gallegly)
and the new 26th district.
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Figure 2 (top): Rep. Lois Capps’ old 23rd district and Rep. Elton Gallegly’s old 24th district, before redistricting. Figure 3 (bottom):
Rep. Capps’ new 24th district and Rep. Gallegly’s new 26th district, after redistricting. The figure shows the percentage of the twoparty vote that Barack Obama won in the 2008 Presidential election, by Vote Tabulation District (VTD). Capps’ district transitions
from a safe Democratic to a marginal Democratic seat, while Gallegly’s district transitions from likely Republican to marginal
Democrat.
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The Citizens Commission made these districts more geographically compact.
Capps’ new district goes further inland, including many GOP strongholds; it turns
from a safe Democratic seat to a highly competitive Democratic seat. As a result,
Capps is locked in a heated re-election battle with former GOP Lt. Governor Abel
Maldonado.50 Meanwhile, Gallegly’s new district shifts from a likely Republican
seat to a highly competitive Democratic one. Gallegly has decided that he will
retire instead of running in his new district.51
4. Court-Controlled Redistricting

State and federal courts redistricted 62 Congressional districts in eight states.
Where redistricting fell to the courts, there are now four fewer safe seats. Based
on this report’s competitiveness classifications, court-controlled redistricting
increased the number of seats categorized as Republican by one and reduced
the number of seats categorized as Democratic by two. But after accounting for
the party affiliation of the current incumbent in each seat, as shown in Table 2,
redistricting by the courts resulted in a potential net two seat loss for Republicans
and a one seat gain for Democrats.52

The Eight States With
Court-Controlled Redistricting:
Colorado, Connecticut, Kansas,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Nevada,
New Mexico, and New York

Each court approached the redistricting process differently, based upon the facts
in each case. For instance, in Colorado, where each party controls one chamber
of the state legislature, a state court chose to adopt the map proposed by the
Democrats.53 In other states, like New York and Connecticut, a court-appointed
special master drafted the map that the courts adopted.54 This makes it difficult to
draw conclusions about the results of court-controlled redistricting.
Redistricting Spotlight: New York
The federal court in New York redrew one of the most striking districts created during
the previous redistricting cycle: the old 28th district. Figure 4 shows the district,
held by Democrat Rep. Louise Slaughter, which connected parts of Rochester and
Buffalo via a thin tract along Lake Ontario and had been described as the “earmuff
district.”55 Figure 5 shows how redistricting changed the district — and the districts
of other incumbents around it.
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Figure 4 (top): Rep. Louise Slaughter’s old 28th district and Rep. Kathy Hochul’s old 26th district, before redistricting. Figure
5 (bottom): Rep. Slaughter’s new 25th district and Rep. Hochul’s new 27th district, after redistricting. The figure shows the
percentage of the two-party vote that Democrat Andrew Cuomo won in the 2010 gubernatorial election, by Vote Tabulation District
(VTD). Slaughter’s district transitions from a safe Democratic to a likely Democratic seat. Hochul’s district shifts from marginal
Republican to likely Republican.
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Slaughter, a resident of a Rochester suburb, is now running for re-election in the much more compact 25th
district. Without heavily-Democratic downtown Buffalo, her district turns from a safe Democratic seat into
a likely Democratic seat.56 Dismantling Slaughter’s old “earmuffs” district also affects Rep. Kathy Hochul, a
Democrat who won a special election in 2011 to represent the old 26th district.57 Hochul’s new 27th district
loses several Democrat-leaning areas west of Rochester to Slaughter’s new district; her new district also absorbs
many of the Republican-leaning areas southeast of Buffalo. As a result, her district shifts from a marginal
Republican seat to a likely Republican one.
Thanks in part to the federal court’s new district map, upstate New York is an important Congressional
battleground: As of the publication of this report, 7 of the 11 upstate Congressional districts are competitive
seats for the 2012 election, according to Sabato’s Crystal Ball at the University of Virginia.58
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CONCLUSION
As demonstrated throughout this report, the rules governing the redistricting process help define the results.
Partisan actors used the process to their political advantage, tilting the electoral terrain for the next decade.
Conversely, courts and independent commissions dismantled some of the incumbent-protecting districts drawn
by partisans during previous redistricting cycles.
This study is the first of several Brennan Center publications examining the 2010 redistricting cycle. The others
will describe in greater detail how new redistricting reforms in several states may have affected the end results of
the process. These reports will explain the lessons learned from 2010 redistricting and assess how redistricting
can be fairer, more transparent, and more inclusive in 2020 and beyond.
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APPENDIX A: DATA AND METHODOLOGY
To classify districts by competitiveness, we examine the voting history in each district. Specifically, we analyze — in
order of importance — Congressional election results dating back to 2006, Presidential election results from 2008,
and state-level election results from the most recent statewide contests, where available by Census Vote Tabulation
Districts (VTDs). We recognize the limitations associated with examining such a small pool of data. We are also
aware of the difficulty of relying on Congressional election data, which often tends to favor incumbents and to
mask underlying trends in the district when incumbents retire, and on data from the 2008 Presidential contest,
which was a wave election at the Presidential level. This is why we supplement our analysis with state-level election
data, where available. Because we use data from several different types of election contests, there is some amount of
subjective judgement required in rating each district. After all, in some districts, not every data point falls within
the same competitiveness range. We provide all 435 district ratings in an online map.59
We obtained much of our data from the Harvard Election Data Archive, which provides shapefiles and datasets
by VTD for nearly every state.60 Where available, we also relied on state-issued political data.61 We compiled
shapefiles for the old districts from the U.S. Census Bureau,62 and we obtained shapefiles for the new districts
from state websites (or state officials, where shapefiles were not available online).63 To determine how the
Congressional districts perform, we first disaggregate the VTD election data into Census blocks. VTDs are
larger than Census blocks, so we apportion the election data in each VTD to its constitutive census blocks based
on the proportion of the VTD’s voting-age population contained in the census block.64 We then aggregate the
Census blocks into the new districts.
When assessing how each district’s competitiveness classification changed because of redistricting, we generally follow
the incumbent from their old district into their new one. For most incumbents, this strategy is not problematic.
In some cases, redistricting weakened the current district of an incumbent, causing him or her to move to an open
seat created by redistricting; we count the current seat as the incumbent’s new district, and we count the open seat
as a newly created seat. In other cases, redistricting paired together two incumbents by eliminating or splintering
one of the incumbents’ districts; we count the splintered district as a district eliminated during redistricting, and
we track the change in competitiveness between the other incumbent’s old seat and the new district.
Our specific district-by-district choices in tracking competitiveness before and after redistricting are all available
in the online map.65 Table A.1 shows the distribution of safe and competitiveness seats in Congress, before and
after redistricting.
Before Redistricting

After Redistricting

Safe Republican

87

80

Likely Republican

85

99

Marginal Republican

58

62

Total Republican

230

241

Safe Democratic

120

116

Likely Democratic

47

52

Marginal Democratic

38

26

Total Democratic

205

194

Table A.1: Seat Distribution in Congress, Based on Seat Competitiveness Classifications. The table disregards
the party affiliation of the incumbent currently holding the seat.
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APPENDIX B: CLASSIFYING WHO DREW THE LINES
In this report, we define six constellations of line-drawers who controlled redistricting:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Republican-controlled legislature and governor: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana,
Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Democrat-controlled legislature and governor: Arkansas, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and West Virginia.
Split legislative and gubernatorial control between Democrats and Republicans: Kentucky, Maine,
Missouri, and Oregon.
Independent commission: Arizona, California, Idaho, Iowa, and Washington
State or federal court: Colorado, Connecticut, Kansas, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico,
and New York.
Politician commission: Hawaii and New Jersey.
States without Congressional redistricting: Alaska, Delaware, Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming.

We exclude Texas from any of these six categories. Though a federal court approved the interim redistricting
map for the 2012 election, that court — because of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Perry v. Perez — was required
to defer to the district map adopted by the Republican legislature and signed into law by the governor.66 This
makes it difficult to cleanly classify which actors were responsible for creating Texas’s interim district map.
In North Carolina, Republicans control the legislature and the governor is a Democrat. However, North Carolina
law does not permit the governor to veto redistricting legislation. Therefore, we include North Carolina among the
states with Republican control of redistricting.67 We also include Nebraska in the Republican-controlled category,
even though the state has a non-partisan legislature, because their unicameral legislature is widely considered to be
controlled by a sizable Republican majority.68 We include New Hampshire in this category, as well. The state has a
Democratic governor, but the legislature has veto-proof Republican majorities in both chambers.69
Even though Rhode Island has an independent governor, we consider Rhode Island a Democrat-controlled
state because the legislature has veto-proof majorities in both houses.70 Even though Maine’s legislature and
governor’s office are both controlled by Republicans, we consider Maine a split-control state because state law
requires redistricting plans to be approved by a two-thirds majority, which Republicans do not have in either
house of the state legislature.71
In Iowa, responsibility for redistricting rests with the legislature, but the legislature relies on a non-partisan
advisory body and an independent commission to propose new district lines. The legislature has the option of
wholly accepting or rejecting the independent proposal, but they have chosen to accept it in every redistricting
cycle since the procedure’s inception in 1980.72 Accordingly, for purposes of this report, we classify Iowa as an
independent commission state.73
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